
Directions to Klein-Jasedow 

By train:  

From Berlin 

take a train to Anklam. From Berlin main station the train runs directly to Anklam and takes 

about 2 hours with the fast train and about 2:20 with the regional train.  

https://www.bahn.com/en (other languages are available). 

From other directions: Berlin is the city with the most direct train connection if you come 

from further away. For other connections please look at the website of the German railway 

company. https://www.bahn.com/en 

Pick up: You need to organize a pick up from Anklam – it’s a 15min drive by car. You can call Eugen, 

who is offering a pick up privately for participants. It costs 25 €; his number is +49 175 8114353. You 

can also take a taxi which costs around 35€ and needs to be arranged before (maybe coordinate with 

others and share). Here are the taxi offers: +49 3971 24200 or +49 3971 241421 or +49 3971 2733. 

Some of the accommodations also offer to pick you up – please check with them.  

 

The first train arriving from Berlin in the morning is not early enough to be there for the beginning 

of class at 9:00h. If you are travelling by train, please arrive the night before. We recommend to 

everyone to arrive the day before the course starts so you can settle in and orient. 

 

By plane:  

Fly into Berlin. From the airport you need to go on by train, which you can catch either at the 

main train station (Hauptbahnhof, Hbf.) or at the station Berlin Gesundbrunnen, depending on 

the connection that works best for you. For details of the connections please look at the 

website of the railway company https://www.bahn.com/en You need to arrange a pick up 

from Anklam! 

 

By car: 

From Berlin 

via A 11 and A 20 to exit Pasewalk-Süd, continuing on B 109 in direction to Anklam and 

from there in the direction of the Island (Insel) of Usedom. At the intersection in Murchin go 

straight (don´t continue to follow the main street to Usedom). About 2 km before Lassan turn 

left towards Papendorf (small yellow sign). Go through the village and straight until the maple 

tree lined cobble stone road leads you down to Klein-Jasedow. 

From Hamburg 

via A 20 in direction to Lübeck/Rostock to the exit Gützkow, continuing in direction to 

Anklam/Insel Usedom. At the intersection in Murchin go straight (don´t continue to follow 

the main street to Usedom). About 2 km before Lassan turn left towards Papendorf (small 

yellow sign). Go through the village and straight until the maple tree lined cobble stone road 

leads you down to Klein-Jasedow. 
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